ANTARCTICA
Fly & Boat 8 Day
Explorer Tour
(FLY, CRUISE & LAND ADVENTURES)
Antarctica is a remote, magical place
that will embrace you with its aweinspiring beauty. Witness peaceful bays dotted with colossal icebergs; cruise along deep fjords and see massive
glaciers; be amazed by sharp snowy peaks that jut out of the sea. Travel at sea level with our Zodiac Boats and
feel the spray of the Ocean on your cheeks. Follow in the footsteps of early explorers as you hike and snowshoe
on Antarctic terrain and for an added adventure, Join our optional sea kayaking program.
Visiting the White Continent is a
transformative experience that few
travellers can relate to. It´s a once-in-alifetime journey to a place of shocking
beauty and great diversity where nature
sets the pace, not humans. To travel here
is to encounter our planet in its purest,
least exploited form.
As visitors come face to face with
Antarctica and feel its magnitude as a wildlife sanctuary. In the austral summer, large numbers of penguins,
whales, seals, and seabirds congregate along the Antarctic Peninsula to feed and reproduce. Present in abundant
numbers, these animals will provide endless inspiration for your photographs – blessed with a backdrop of sheer
timelessness and ingenious land and sea formations. Placing foot on the seventh continent is a privilege and an
honour. You will bring home indelible memories, and tales of your journey will arouse the curiosity and
admiration of your friends and family. We invite you to join us on this unique opportunity to explore the planet´s
most remote corner!
ABOUT THIS EXPEDITION
Our adventure begins with a welcome night in Punta Arenas,
Patagonia followed by a two-hour flight directly to Antarctica where
we board our expedition ship. You thereby avoid the stormy seas of
the Drake Passage – and the potential seasickness – experiencing
only the best Antarctica has to offer. Our expedition vessel is
extremely comfortable and well equipped for our adventure. It
offers privileged access to Antarctica, taking you where larger ships
cannot. With fewer guests, we disembark fast and efficiently, so you
spend your time exploring not waiting.
Adventurebug partners with one of Antarctica´s
principal tour operators and a highly experienced
specialist team of leaders, scientists and flight / ship
crew. Considered the pioneer of the Antarctic air-cruise model our
team is the world’s leader in this unique style of travel to Antarctica. Our local operator is a member of IAATO
(International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators and their head office is based in Chile.

ITINERARY
Day 1: PATAGONIA - Start of the Air-Cruise
Arrive in Punta Arenas, Chile, before 2 PM where you are
welcomed by your Expedition Team and transferred to your
hotel. In the afternoon, attend a mandatory briefing that
provides important information about your voyage and
reviews the essential guidelines for Antarctic visitors. Later,
gather for a welcome dinner and meet your fellow
adventurers while enjoying a typical regional menu. Hotel
Cabo de Hornos / 4 stars (or similar)
https://www.hotelcabodehornos.com/ Welcome dinner
included.

Day 2: Scheduled flight to Antarctica
Your Antarctic adventure begins with a two-hour flight from
Punta Arenas to King George Island, in the South Shetland
Islands. As you exit the airplane, the clear Antarctic air fills
your lungs for the first time. The 2-km (1.25-mi) walk to the
shore, where you board a Zodiac to embark your expedition
vessel, takes you through Chile’s Frei Station and Russia’s
Bellingshausen Station. This is where our Antarctic
adventure begins as we settle into life on our vessel for the
next 5 nights! All meals with beverages (water, wine, beer,
soft drinks), on board are included as well as tea, café, snacks, etc.

Day 3-6: Exploring Antarctica
Cruise between the South Shetland Islands and the western
coast of the Antarctic Peninsula, sailing along ice-filled fjords
and among spectacular icebergs, while enjoying the
company of seabirds, penguins, seals and whales. Each day
disembark by Zodiac and explore the landscape together
with expert polar guides. On board the ship, attend an
engaging program of lectures and presentations, and enjoy
spectacular views from the lounge while sharing your daily
adventures with fellow guests. No journey is the same and
flexibility is the key to success in Antarctica. The Expedition
Team plans the voyage route to take advantage of the everchanging opportunities provided by Nature, crafting a unique
and extraordinary experience each time. While the exact
itinerary changes with each expedition, you will explore
several spots that offer the best possible overview of the
varied Antarctic environment – including a guided easy-rated
snowshoe trek over beautiful terrain. Your voyage may
include visits to sites such as Paulet Island, Hope Bay, Port
Lockroy, Petermann Island, Paradise Bay, Deception Island,
the Lemaire Channel, or many other magnificent places.

Day 7: Scheduled return flight from Antarctica
Return to King George Island and bid farewell to Antarctica before boarding the flight back to Punta Arenas.
Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel for the night. A farewell dinner is included in your tour package offering
reflective time on our adventure together! Same hotel as our first night. Breakfast and dinner included today.

Day 8: End of Your Adventure
After breakfast, we transfer you to the Punta Arenas airport for your onward flight.
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*Group transfers airport/hotel on day 1. Please note – you must arrive before 14:00 hours on day 1.
1 overnight with breakfast in Punta Arenas at the Cabo de Hornos Hotel or similar, with a welcome
dinner including drinks on Day 1.
1 overnight with breakfast in Punta Arenas at the Cabo de Hornos Hotel or similar on the day of the
Scheduled Return Flight from Antarctica. Dinner with drinks is also included on this final night.
Group transfers airport/hotel on the day of the Scheduled Return Flight from Antarctica, and *group
transfers hotel/airport on day 8 of the excursion.
Return flight from Punta Arenas to Frei Station on King George Island. Assigned seating only –
preferred seating rates are from 250 US$ each way. The maximum weight allowed on the flights to
and from Antarctica is 20 kg (44 Lb.) per passenger, including hand luggage.
Ship cruise along the Antarctic Peninsula as indicated in the program.
Daily buffet breakfast and lunch on board ship offering a wide choice of dishes.
Daily served dinner on board ship offering a choice of three main courses. · Water, wine, beer, juice,
and soft drinks served with lunch and dinner on board ship.
Coffee, tea, chocolate, cappuccino, water and snacks on board ship throughout the expedition.
All guided shore excursions.
One guided snowshoe hiking experience.
Lectures and entertainment on board.
Comprehensive pre and post-voyage information material.
Loan of waterproof boots for landing in Antarctica.
Contingency Plan as described below and in our booking package.
IAATO passenger fee for visit to Antarctica.

*Group transfer refers to a single transfer for our group between airport / hotel / airport. Should a participant be
delayed or miss the transfer for whatever reason they are responsible for the cost incurred to make their own way
to the hotel or airport.

NON INCLUSIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flights to / from Punta Arenas, Chile
Accommodation, meals, excursions and transfers other than those included in the itinerary.
Beverages purchased at the ship’s bar.
Personal travel insurance.
Extra expenses (communication, laundry, souvenirs, etc.).
Gratuities.
Pre-trip extension to Chilean Patagonia
Visas for Chile and/or Argentina, passport expenses, and any arrival and/or departure tax, if
applicable.

Planning Your Trip
This air-cruise expedition is suitable for adventurous
travellers who enjoy full mobility and reasonably good
health. Expedition travel to Antarctica requires flexibility and
adaptation to ever-changing circumstances. There is no
airport or port infrastructure at King George Island, or
anywhere in the Antarctic Peninsula. Travellers reach the
ship by Zodiac boat and on a daily basis we will be boarding
and un boarding a zodiac to make the most of our
experience. Your Travel Companions will not be restricted to
just our group we may share our vessel with travellers from
many different countries! They may travel alone, as a
family, or as part of another group.

Arrival Logistics
Our tour is starting in Punta Arenas, Chile and you must plan to arrive with a flight that is scheduled to land in
Punta Arenas no later than 2 PM on Day 1 of the itinerary. The same deadline applies to travellers arriving
directly at the hotel on Day 1. That afternoon, all travellers must attend a mandatory safety and Antarctic
guidelines briefing, and an information session covering important practical details. You must also attend a
fitting session for your expedition boots. Participation in these activities is essential for the success of the
expedition. Travellers who miss the 2 PM arrival deadline will be considered “no-show”. They will not be able to
participate in the expedition and will receive no refund – this is a strict policy of the local ground operations
team.

Scheduling Your Flight to / from Punta Arenas
Remember that scheduling tight connections is never wise when travelling to remote places with limited
services. Protect your travel investment by building some buffer in your travel plans in case of problems with
luggage delivery, flight delays etc. In case your flight to Punta Arenas is delayed for reasons beyond your
control, we will do everything possible to accommodate your late arrival. However, we cannot assume any
responsibility for any resulting complications, including your inability to join the expedition. We recommend
that you purchase a trip cancellation and interruption insurance policy to cover this risk. We also strongly
advise that any travel plans made for the last day of the expedition do not start until the late afternoon, and
that a flexible air ticket be held for your journey home in case you need to change your travel arrangement
following a delay of the return flight form
Antarctica. Please ask your travel consultant for
assistance.

Registration and Insurance Obligations
Participants are required to fill in our Participation
Form and as a requirement of our local operator,
anyone 75 years of age and older must submit a
medical certificate. A signed release form is
required prior to taking part on the journey. It is
also a requirement that participants are
adequately covered by a travel insurance policy
that covers aero-medical evacuation from Antarctica as a result of a medical emergency during the trips,
including emergencies related to pre-existing health conditions. We also strongly urge participants to be
adequately covered by trip cancellation and interruption insurance – especially related to travel in remote
regions such as Antarctica.

Itinerary
Every effort will be made to
adhere to the planned
program. However, with this
type of adventurous travel to
Antarctica, changes to the
itinerary may occur due to
severe and changeable
weather. We need to
emphasize the fact that
weather conditions are
unpredictable and that safety is always the paramount concern on any Antarctic voyage. For this reason we
reserve the right to change the itinerary described due to weather conditions or other factors beyond our
logistical team´s control without consulting the participants.

Baggage and Baggage Allowance
We recommend that clients avoid expensive designer luggage that is easily damaged. We also strongly
recommend that clients take out a luggage insurance policy that covers the cost of repairs or replacement in
case their luggage is damaged. Due to the nature of the expedition, we cannot be responsible for any damage
to a customer’s luggage. The maximum weight allowed on the flights to and from Antarctica is 20 kg (44 Lb.)
per passenger, including hand luggage. Excess luggage (should you have any), will be kept in custody in Punta
Arenas and will be handed over to travellers upon their return from Antarctica. The baggage weight limit is a
technical requirement imposed by the flight operation. Unfortunately, it is not possible to purchase extra
allowance. Note that at certain points during the expedition you will be required to handle your own luggage.

Expedition Language
The official expedition language of our expedition is English. The voyage will take travellers to remote
destinations where the interaction with our polar guides is essential.

Contingency Plan
Our local operator has been organizing Antarctic air-cruises since 2003. Over these years they have gained
extensive experience in the delicate coordination of land, air and sea operations in the extreme Antarctic
environment. While historically a majority of flights has operated on the scheduled day, in some instances
weather conditions have required that adjustments to the departure time of Antarctic flights be made to avoid
protracted delays. In the unlikely event that the flight to Antarctica cannot take place on the scheduled day due
to unfavourable weather conditions, we will apply a Contingency Plan. The Contingency Plan is included in the
cost of your expedition. The primary goal of the plan is to provide an engaging and comfortable travel
experience while we adapt to the weather.
A change in the flight schedule can impact travel to Antarctica or return back to Punta Arenas, and the plan
includes a range of activities determined by the circumstances. Additionally, the Contingency Plan offers you
financial protection by providing a refund should weather conditions prevent us from reaching Antarctica. The
Details In case the outbound flight to Antarctica is moved forward In some cases it may be necessary to move
forward the Antarctic flight to the afternoon or evening of Day 1 of the itinerary. This will result in early
departure from Punta Arenas and early arrival in Antarctica.
In case the outbound flight to Antarctica is delayed the group will remain in Punta Arenas while waiting for an
improvement in the weather and for the opportunity to fly to Antarctica. Included are accommodation at the
Cabo de Hornos Hotel or similar, meals, and guided excursions to local attractions. If by 2 PM on Day 4 of the
itinerary it is still impossible to reach Antarctica, the trip will be interrupted, and the cruise fare will be

refunded. In case the return flight to Punta Arenas is moved forward In those cases when the forecast suggests
the likelihood of unfavourable weather conditions in Antarctica persisting for several days, the flight back to
Punta Arenas may be moved forward to the previous evening as a way to avoid a protracted delay in
Antarctica. Accommodation at the Cabo de Hornos Hotel or similar is included upon arrival. All other inclusions
will remain per the original itinerary.
In case the return flight to Punta Arenas is delayed the group will remain in Antarctica and wait for the
opportunity to fly to Punta Arenas. Included are meals and accommodation on the ship, and local excursions.
Upon arrival in Punta Arenas, the trip will end at the airport. Travellers are responsible for any expenses
associated with the rescheduling of their airline tickets or onward travel plans. In the extremely unlikely event
that the delay exceeds 2 days and the weather forecast indicates the impossibility to fly over several more days,
for safety reason the captain of the vessel may decide to sail back to South America. One can refer to the
Contingency Plan section of our local operator´s Terms and Conditions for further details.

Useful Tips
Suggested Clothing The average
temperature in the Antarctic
Peninsula area during the austral
summer is about 0°C (32°F),
although sometimes it may feel a
little lower because of the wind chill
factor. For this reason, it is best to
wear several layers of light, warm
clothing. The suggested clothing for
Antarctica is very similar to that
recommended for skiing: thermal
underwear, a couple of warm and
wicking mid layers, and windproof
and waterproof jacket and pants as the outer layer. You will also need a hat, a scarf, waterproof and insulated
gloves, and sunglasses with high UV protection. Our pre-departure package will provide further details.

Waterproof Boots
As most landings in Antarctica are “wet landings”, the best footwear is knee-high waterproof boots. You will
not need to carry them and we will provide you with a pair of thermal rubber boots before arriving in
Antarctica.

Face Protection
Good quality UV filtering sunglasses are essential. Glacier glasses have leather flaps at the sides to stop the
light from passing through. Due to the high reflectance of UV radiation, you will also need good sun block lotion
for your face (protection factor 30 and above) and lip balm.

Photography
To see the wildlife you should have a good pair of lightweight binoculars (the suggested magnification is 7× or
8×). If you are passionate about photography, do not forget a good zoom lens to shoot wildlife while avoiding
close approaches. Also, take with you a good supply of memory cards and spare batteries since cold
temperatures can reduce their life span. The recreational use of drones is not allowed in Antarctica.
Furthermore... Do not forget to take with you: · Personal medications and a waterproof backpack to carry your
belongings during shore excursions. A fully comprehensive packing list will be sent to you after registration.

ABOUT OUR VESSEL – The Ocean Nova
Ocean Nova is a modern and comfortable expedition
vessel. She was built in Denmark in 1992 to sail the
ice-choked waters of Greenland. She was fully
refurbished in 2006 and has since benefitted from
annual upgrades and improvements. Her icestrengthened hull is ideally suited for expedition travel
in Antarctica. Ocean Nova has capacity for 67
passengers accommodated in comfortable outside
cabins. The ship offers three categories of
accommodation: dedicated Single Cabins, Twin Cabins, and Triple Cabins. All cabins feature a picture window, a
writing desk with chair, a wardrobe, individually controlled heating system, and a private bathroom with
shower. In addition to a glass-enclosed observation lounge and presentation room, Ocean Nova also has a
spacious dining room, a bar, a library, a small gym, and an infirmary. The ship has a fleet of 7 Zodiac boats that
are well suited for disembarking and wildlife watching.

ABOUT OUR FLIGHT TO ANTARCTICA – BAE 146 / AVRO RJ Aircraft
The BAE 146 / AVRO RJ aircraft was
manufactured in the United Kingdom by
British Aerospace (which later became part
of BAE Systems). It is a high-wing aircraft
with very short runway requirements,
which make it particularly suited for this
kind of destination. It is operated by
Aerovias DAP, which has more than 25
years of experience flying in Patagonia and
Antarctica.
Preferred Seating for an extra level of
comfort, you can purchase Preferred Seats on your Antarctic flight at a price supplement of approximately 250
US$ each way – this payment in full is received by the airline, not Adventurebug Ltd.

SNOWSHOE HIKING EXPERIENCE
(Included in your Tour Price)
The hiking and snowshoeing program is a small-group
experience led by a Hiking and Snowshoeing Guide. We
have included this experience in your tour, so no additional
payment is necessary.
Every day you are in Antarctica your Hiking and
Snowshoeing Guide will work with the Expedition Leader to
look for the best hiking or snowshoeing opportunities within
the trip’s schedule, based on suitable and safe weather conditions. The excursion will be approximately one and
a half hours in duration and held on one specific occasion over the course of your boat tour.
To take part in the hiking and snowshoeing program you do not need previous experience. However, your level
of physical fitness should be good. Excursion locations are selected for their scenic appeal and will provide
unique vantage points for your photographs. Depending on the conditions of the terrain, some excursions may
require the use of snowshoes and/or trekking poles, which are provided by our team.

OCEAN KAYAK OPTION
(Additional Payment Required)
The sea kayaking program offered by
our local guiding team is a small-group
experience limited to a maximum of 10
participants (in total for the week),
under the guidance and leadership of
an experienced Kayak Master. Every
day you are in Antarctica, your Kayak
Master will work with the Expedition
Team to look for the best kayaking
opportunities within the trip’s schedule,
based on suitable and safe weather conditions. The group will be supported by a dedicated safety Zodiac. The
kayaking excursion will be approximately one and a half hours in duration. At the end of the excursion, the
Kayak Master will strive to offer the group some time at the landing site so you can explore.
To take part in the kayaking program you must have previous kayaking experience and must know how to
swim. The minimum age for participation is 16 years. The per-person participation price is *$895 USD (2020
prices), and this payment is direct to the kayak supplier, not Adventurebug S.L. Payment of the participation fee
is due at time of reservation and the kayak option is restricted to 10 persons total and offered on only one
occasion during our entire voyage. If you are interested, we strongly encourage you to book this option
immediately to avoid losing a place.
*Kayak optional tour price subject to change depending on time of booking.

